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Abstract - . Social networked sites are not only to speak or 

interact with peoples globally, but also one ineffectual way for 

big business encouragement. A this paper, we examine &+ 

study the cyber threats in community networked web-sites. 

We submit yourself to the gathering times gone by of online 

social web-sites, pigeonhole their types & also talk about the 

computer-generated threats suggest the anti-threats strategies 

& see in your mind's eye the longerest terms trend of such 

hoppy well-liked Web-sites. 

 

That in a today are of smart-phones & computers the internet 

hasn’t change a idea of announcement. Due the  be deficient 

in of security an assortment of cyber-crimes have emerged in 

the past decade. Cyber security plays a significant role in the 

current development of information technology & services. 

Cyber security is thus an attempt by users to keep their 

personal and professional information intact from the attacks 

on the internet. The main function of cyber security is to 

protect networks, computers, programs from unauthorized 

access, & loss. The maxi-mum number  of users are not aware 

of the high risks & share their in sequence unintentionally & 

their lack of knowledge make them defenseless to cyber-

attacks. So cyber security is the main apprehension in today’s 

world of compute. 

Description +: Major & most  areas  cover  in cyber  security 

are: 

 

i. Network Security 

ii. Disaster recovery 

iii. Information Security 

iv. Application Security 

 

 
 

Key Words:  Privacy, Security,  Cyber threats, Social  Net-

working  , Network Information. 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Best Social Media Web-Site & Website security encom-

passes procedures && countermea-sures like that are taken 

for the duration of the happening life-cycle to guard applicat-

ion from intimidation which ware come from beginning to end 

flaws with-in the application designed develop-ment, 

deployment upgrade & destruction Some indispensable 

techniques used for application security are  

 Auditing & logging. 

 Session management parameter exception 

management and manipulation  

 User/Role Authentication & Authorization 

 Input parameter validation 

 
 Employees while communicating through phone and 

internet chat.         

 Legal Documents sharing was done with Emails and 

Manual file works. 

    When Employee needs communicating with 

another Employee they have two 

Option: 

(1) Phone :-In phone communicating it connect with 

telephone to desire Employee. 

 

(2) Chat :-When they are use to internet chat that time 

it must be read internet. 

 

In sharing of legal document via email employee 

must be upload a file in email and receiver 

download a file from email. So, in existing system 

file sharing task performed by email. 

  

 

2. Material and Methodology 

 

As growing popularity there for community Networking 

website these became a most important objective in computer-

generated -crimes & attacks. Cyber-crime is becoming a 

widespread & posing a serious threat to the national & 

economic security. Both public and personal institutions+ in 

sectors of public healt information & tele-communication 

defense, banking & finance are in danger. So the 

organizations  should take proper security measures to be 

cyber - misdemeanor safe & therefore the users should protect 

their personal information to avoid & fraud or misuse. The 
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cyberspace is becoming a big area for cyber-crimes  & thacker 

try 2 attack on crucial information. So-there's a requirement+ 

of worldwide partnership of countries to figure together to 

weighing machine sponsor the constantly growing replicated 

intimidation O+ 

 

The body of the paper consists of numbered sections that 
present the main findings. These sections should be organized 
to best present the material. 

2.1 Data Flow 

 A data flow diagram shows the logical flows 

of data through a transaction processing 

system of an organization. 

 

 They are primarily used in the systems 

development process as a tool for analyzing 

an existing system.  

2.2 Data Flow:- 

   Data move in specific direction from an origin  to a 

destination in the form of  a     document. 

 

 

2.3 Process:- 

 Procedures or devices that use or transform data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Source or Destination of Data:- 

 Source or Destination of data, which may be people, 

organization or other entities, interact with the 

system but are outside its boundary. 

 

 

2.4 System Design 

 Context Diagram For Remote 

 

 

Fig -1: Figure 

 

 The diagram documents the entities and relationship 

involved in the employee information and payroll 

system.  

 It depicts the fundamental relations like recording 

personnel information, paying salary and getting a 

loan.  

 The E-R Diagram for a Employee Payroll system can  

 

2.5 E-R Diagram 

 

Fig -2: Figure 

 

 

 

2.6 Data Dictionary 
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2.7 Algorithm  

 

Steps 1 Check Database connection  

Steps 2 Check data type 

Steps 3 Get network information and location 

Steps 4 Check column files and input data  

Steps 5 Insert data in database 

Steps 6 return successful massage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm  

Insert_Information_Database 

1. Start -  load Info 

2. Open Connection = Y  then next step or  = N 

Return(X); 

 

3. Check  All  DATY = Y Then Next Step or  

Return(X); 

 

4. Get NT data  NT = Y go to next step or 

NT = N ; 

Return (X); 

 

5. Data Type and NT true 

DT and NT = Y; 

Return (X); 

 

6. Insert Data in Database 

Massage Data, all Colum data with  

NT = Data; 

UserId = Data; and Filepath = Data; 

 

7. Return (sf) ; 

 

8. Exit 

 

Comments: Open connection start load 

information, Y = Yes or True , N =  No or False 

,DATY = Datatype , X = goto home page,DT=Data 

Type , NT= network information , sf = successful 

massage .  

 

 

 

2.8 Get IP and Network Information  

Firstly find the hostname using the Dns.GetHostName() 

method 

  Table Known 

 

              Table Name 

 Tbllogin  Registration(Login) 

 tblprofile1  Profile 

 Tblrequest  Request friends 

 Tblscrap  Scrap 

 Tblphoto  Photo gallery 

 Tblfeedback  Feedback 

 Tbladmin  Admin Login 

 Tbladd  Advertisement 

 Tblnews  News 

tbluserinfo Ipinfo, downloaderid,userid,location 

info 
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String hostName = string.Empty; 

hostName = Dns.GetHostName(); 

Console.WriteLine("Hostname: 

"+hostName); 

 

Now, use the IPHostEntry.AddressList Property to get IP 

Address and location 

IPHostEntry myIP = 

Dns.GetHostEntry(hostName); 

IPAddress[] address = 

myIP.AddressList; 

Example 

Try the following code to display IP address and location 

using System; 

using System.Net; 

class Program { 

   static void Main() { 

      String hostName = 

string.Empty; 

      hostName = Dns.GetHostName(); 

      IPHostEntry myIP = 

Dns.GetHostEntry(hostName); 

      IPAddress[] address = 

myIP.AddressList; 

      for (int i = 0; i < 

address.Length; i++) { 

         Console.WriteLine("IP 

Address {1} : 

",address[i].ToString()); 

      } 

      Console.ReadLine(); 

   } 

} 

 

 

Social media cyber security This method will help to prevent 

the privacy of anyone who crimes on social media or violates 

the privacy of others 

 

I have created my profile on social media, including Facebook 

Twitter LinkedIn Instagram and other social media sites. My 

aim is that anyone can download photos from their profile or 

download videos, so that they can be captured easily. And by 

editing and uploading videos, it can be captured easily and I 

can also know who downloaded my photos and videos. Has 

done this information to help cybercrime too, this will benefit 

in cybercrime and social media privacy. 

 

In my social media, posts in my room, which can contain 

photos and videos, if someone downloads the photos and 

videos, then a notification will come to me that your photos 

and videos have been downloaded through this account for the 

exam. I will know the account name and information. 

 

And if the person who downloaded it uses the proxy, then the 

details of the proxy will come to me as soon as the proxy will 

use it, the proxy details will be received and its real IP address 

can be obtained in network details and other types of details. 

So that its location can be easily detected. 

Suppose if anyone uploads my videos and photos. On social 

media, I can tell that the person with this account has 

downloaded from my social media. And if I go to a cyber cell 

and give my report or information that it has been done to me, 

then the cyber cell owner can easily catch the problem. With 

this, through which videos of cyber cells are uploaded very 

easily and which proxy is used, along with the proxy, you will 

get real network information so that the criminal can be 

captured very easily. 

 

I will create a social media platform in it, in which I will put 

all this data for demo and present it in complete process so 

that in the coming time, the privacy of the people can be better 

protected and the criminal activities can be easily stopped.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.9 Apparatus and materials:-  

 

Minimum system requirements 
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2.9.1. Hardware requirements 

a. Window system (OS) 

b. 360 Giga byte hard disk drive 

c. 2 Gig Random Access Memory (size) 

d. keyboard 

e. color monitor 

f. Mouse  

g. Internet 

 

2.9.2. Software requirements 

 

 

a.  Domain Name/Sub Domain Name 

b. Windows  Hosting (Framwork 4.0 to 4.+ ) 

c. Asp.net,C#,Mssql,Html,Html5,Css,Css3,Js 

d. Visual Studio  

e. .Net framework 

 

 

 

2.10 Testing 

Importance of software Testing 

 

 

He importance of software testing and its impact on 

software cannot be underestimated. Software testing is a 

fundamental component of software quality assurance and 

represents a review of specification, design and coding. The 

greater visibility of software system and the code associated 

with software failure are motivating factors for planning, 

through testing. It is not uncommon for a software 

organization to spent 40% of its efforts on testing. 

 

2.10.1.  Software Testing Fundamentals 

 

During testing the software engineering produces a 

series of test cases that are used to “rip apart” the software 

they have produced. Testing is the one step in the software 

process that can be seen by the developer as destructive 

instead of constructive. Software engineers are typically 

constructive people and testing requires them to overcome 

preconceived concepts of correctness and deal with conflicts 

when errors are identified. 

 

2.10.2 Black Box Testing  

 

Black box testing relates to the tests that are 

performed at the software interface. Although they are 

designed identify errors, black box tests are used to 

demonstrate that software function are operational; that inputs 

are correctly accepted and the output is correctly produced. A 

black box test considers elements of the system with little 

interest in the internal logical arrangement of the software. 

White box testing of the testing involve closer examination of 

procedural detail. Logical paths through the software are 

considered by providing test cases that exercise particular sets 

of conditions and / or loops. The status of the system can be 

identified at diverse points to establish if the expected status 

matches the actual status. 

Black box testing tries to find errors in the following 

categories:  

 

 

1. Incorrect or missing functions, 

2. Interface errors, 

3. Errors in data structures or external database access, 

4. Performance errors, and 

5. Initialization and termination errors. 

 

 

2.10.3 White Box Testing 

 

White box testing is a test case design approach that 

employees the control architecture of the procedural design to 
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produce test cases. Using white box test approaches, the 

software engineering can produce test cases  

 

1. Guarantee that all independent paths in a module 

have been exercised at least once. 

2. Exercise all logical decisions. 

3. Execute all loops at their boundaries and in their 

operational bounds. Exercise internal data structures 

to maintain their validity. 

 

 

 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Social media cyber security This method will help to prevent 

the privacy of anyone who crimes on social media or violates 

the privacy of others 

 

I have created my profile at socialmedia together with 

Facebook-Twitter LinkedIn-Instagram & other social-

media(SM) sites. My aim is that anyone can download photos 

from their profile or download videos, so that they can be 

captured easily. & by editing and uploading videos, it can be 

captured easily and I can also know who downloaded my 

photos and videos. Has done this information to help 

cybercrime too, this will benefit in cybercrime and social 

media privacy. 

 

In my social media, posts in my room, which can contain 

photos and videos, if someone downloads the photos and 

videos, then a notification will come to me that your photos 

and videos have been downloaded through this account for the 

exam. I will know the account name and information. 

 

 

 

And if the person who downloaded it uses the proxy, then the 

details of the proxy will come to me as soon as the proxy will 

use it, the proxy details will be received and its real IP address 

can be obtained in network details and other types of details. 

So that its location can be easily detected. 
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